A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE RELATING TO THE LAW OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION

I. Background Materials for Historic Preservation: Aesthetic Zoning and Related Considerations


Note, Aesthetics as a Justification for the Exercise of the Police Power or Eminent Domain, 23 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 730 (1955).

Comment, Aesthetics as a Zoning Consideration, 13 Hast. L.J. 374 (1962).


Note, Use of the Police Power for the Attainment of Aesthetic Considerations, 33 N.C.L. Rev. 482 (1955).


II. Historic Preservation


Note, Land Use Controls in Historic Areas, 44 Notre Dame Lawyer 379 (1969).


Note, Police Power May Subject Single Building to Special Regulations as a Landmark, 18 Syracuse L. Rev. 676 (1967).


* British Publications.